Remembering Past Executive Director Robert [Bob] Lancto

It was a move that would shape the future of SAANYS as the premier association for school building leaders – the hire of Robert Lancto as SAANYS executive director in 1973. Bob served the association boldly for 17 years, fighting for administrator bargaining rights, tenure, and a host of other education battles that marked the 1970s. It is with sadness that we share the news of his passing on June 27, 2020 at the age of 93.

Bob provided SAANYS with the leadership needed during a very turbulent time for school administrators. Under his leadership, SAANYS shifted from a professional, collegial association to an assertive advocate for professional rights and protections in an era when administrative tenure had been stripped away. Reflecting on those days just a few years ago, Bob recalled, “We got a principal in each building in ‘73; we got the managerial/confidential bill through; then tenure returned in ‘75. There was a foundation, we were growing then, and people wanted to be a part of it. We kept growing and growing and staying on the leading edge.” As SAANYS continues to grow and serve the membership, we remember Bob and all that he did for the future of our profession.

The SAANYS story, and Bob’s role in it, is a fascinating one, and one that can be read about in our 2018 publication: SAANYS: A History of Dedication and Service to the Profession of School Leadership, available online here: https://bit.ly/3glIk8O.

Dr. Betty A. Rosa Appointed Interim Commissioner of Education

The Board of Regents has appointed Dr. Betty A. Rosa as interim commissioner of education and president of the University of the State of New York to provide extraordinary continued leadership within the Department.” Vice Chancellor T. Andrew Brown said. “Throughout her remarkable and innovative career as an educator, she has been a champion for equity and valiant defender of students and educators. This made her a natural leader for the Board of Regents, and it is what makes my fellow Board members and me sure that she is the exact right person to lead the Education Department at this time. I look forward to working alongside Dr. Rosa in this new capacity, while continuing our important work for the students and adults of New York.”

Dr. Rosa is a nationally recognized education leader and received an Ed.M. and Ed.D. in Administration, Planning and Social Policy from Harvard University. She also holds two other Master of Science in Education degrees, one in Administration and Supervision and the other in bilingual education from the City College of New York and Lehman College respectively and a B.A. in psychology from the City College of New York. She has more than thirty years of instructional and administrative experience with an expertise in inclusive education, cooperative teaching models, student achievement, and policy implementation. Read the full SED release at https://bit.ly/3gDVY66.

Tentative Dates for 2021 Regents Examination Periods

Dates for the January 2021 Regents Examination period: Tuesday, January 26 through Friday, January 29

Dates for the June 2021 Regents Examination period: Wednesday, June 2 (USHAG)

Tuesday, June 15 through Friday, June 25

Dates for the August 2021 Regents Examination period: Thursday, August 12 and Friday, August 13

Read the full SED memo at https://bit.ly/3Hy9mQ6.

Principals Say Pandemic Conditions Are Accelerating Their Plans to Leave the Principalship

According to a poll conducted August 14-19 by the National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP), 45 percent of principals report that pandemic working conditions are accelerating their plans to leave the principalship. The departures will exacerbate an already challenging principal attrition crisis.

In total, 46.3 percent of principals — the largest percentage of the 1,020 respondents — indicated that pandemic conditions had no effect on their plans to remain in or leave the principalship. But an equally large percentage is split among those whose thoughts of leaving have been sparked for the first time by the working conditions during the pandemic (22.8 percent), those who have sped up their plans to leave in one to two years (17.2 percent), and those who have decided to leave as soon as possible (5 percent).

Percentages remain generally consistent across elementary, middle, and high school levels, and across urban, suburban, and rural communities.

Still, a not insignificant 8.8 percent of principals responded that pandemic conditions served to recommend them to the principalship. A principal shared that, “Despite the challenges, this experience has shown me again the vital role schools and school leaders play in the lives of students, families, teachers, and school staff. I want to be a part of that.” Another stated the case more bluntly: “My staff needs a strong leader right now. I can’t leave them.” Read more at https://bit.ly/3glJbYd.

TENTATIVE DATES FOR 2021 REGENTS EXAMINATION PERIODS

SAANYS Welcomes New Unit:

– REGION 6 –
Mayfield Administrators Association

FOUR HOURS OF CTLE CREDIT

For more information, contact Jared Kahmar at jk54@stros.edu.

OPEN TO ALL EDUCATORS

OSTOBER 1, 2020

The Path Forward: Reflecting, Assessing Needs, and Communicating

SAANYS’s The College of St. Rose Leadership Network has opened the first in its four part series to address the needs of school leaders in times of crisis. As a sitting principal of a turnaround school during the pandemic, the series opens with a focus on how you can lead through the pandemic, what elements of communication you need to develop to effectively lead in a rapidly changing environment. This is the result of a collaboration between SAANYS and The College of St. Rose.

This year will be like no other for our school communities, one that has, and will continue to test the leadership and stamina of school administrators. Consequently, it’s also a time when school leaders need professional support and camaraderie more than ever. It is against this backdrop that SAANYS and the College of Saint Rose are proud to announce the launch of a joint endeavor designed to bring timely learning to school leaders in a way that is accessible, practical, and useful.

The launch of the SAANYS and College of St. Rose Leadership Network is October 1 and allows participants to:

• Study relevant topics including building trust, communication, equity and efficacy, collaboration and connection, and “The Rallying Effect.”
• Analyze the communication practices used during the pandemic up to this point and develop a Personal Action Plan.
• Conduct a resource audit and needs assessment.
• Receive a certificate of extended study for developing leadership skills relevant to current demands upon completion of the Personal Action Plan.

Read more on page five – this is the professional development you and your colleagues need today – a learning network that will support you through this pandemic and beyond.
Executive Viewpoint
Kenneth S. Casey, Executive Director

Short Term Realities – Long Term Impact

At the time this column is being written, K-12 schools in New York have not yet opened. Many people are anxiously awaiting the next month to see if we will in fact successfully adjust and collectively create a workable new normal. Current circumstances make many uneasy that we are not quite there yet.

Across the nation, college students have been returning to campus and the results have been mixed. There have been COVID-19 outbreaks at the University of Notre Dame, Syracuse University, and the University of Mississippi, which naturally raises concern about the ability of institutions to properly handle the return of students.

The SUNY system has suspended students at Plattsburgh, Oneonta, and Albany for engaging in prohibited social conduct, attending parties, that until this past March was a typical and normal part of the college experience. K-12 schools in Georgia and Mississippi, which opened earlier than ours, also experienced COVID-19 outbreaks.

None of this is to say that a further adverse experience is pre-ordained. The infection rate has been much lower than that of those tested (with an increasing number of people being tested per day, most recently exceeding 100,000) for over 20 consecutive days and counting. A variety of mitigation strategies SHOULD have been implemented at school buildings, and our knowledge of how this disease is transmitted continues to become more informed and nuanced.

Nevertheless, the risk of infection remains a very real threat, particularly in those locations where the mitigation strategies identified in plans submitted to the state have not been implemented with fidelity. Listening to certain teachers and administrative unions, particularly in New York City, leads one to believe implementation efforts across the state have in fact been uneven.

The virus also represents a longer-term threat to the very foundation of education as we know it today. Shortly before the virus struck, there was widespread conversation regarding a shortage of teachers. That shortage was particularly acute in certain subject areas, and extended into the availability of substitute teachers. Many districts also struggled to find a sufficient supply of bus drivers. These shortages have clearly been exacerbated by COVID-19. The New York State Teachers Retirement System (TRS) recently announced that retirement applications filed this summer are running 20 percent over the rate for the same time period last year. Reportedly, substitute teachers and bus drivers are becoming increasingly scarce. In addition to the scarcity of willing qualified personnel, districts are facing a 20 percent reduction in state aid, that could be ongoing.

Both a lack of preparedness and financial pressure have prompted a number of districts to delay the return of students, and sometimes staff, to the buildings. In a recent meeting with senior school leaders, we told that the conversations typically centered around delaying the return of students in order to delay the building to one extent or another. What is not clear is the motivation for such decisions. Are they being made out of an excess of caution, buying time to fully implement safety protocols or something else, such as a staffing short-age, driven by decisions by parents, or finances?

Regardless of the reason for the decision, remote learning raises another set of issues. Is it effective? Does it operate to the disadvantage of younger students, special education and ELI students? Does it disproportionately impact those who are economically disadvantaged, thus widening the equity gap? What is the impact on the mental health of students? How can such issues be best addressed? There are also serious operational questions. What exactly is happening to those probationary teachers and principals who are not receiving an APPR rating? How is the school accountability system being impacted?

We are encountering circumstances that should result in improving the quality of distance-learning. If we in fact get better at this, will we become victims of our own success? Will there be fewer teachers and administrators? Even in a non-COVID-19 environment, will students age into more and more distance-learning? Will there be fewer buildings to staff, heat and light? Fewer bus runs?... Movement in that direction, a goal negatively motivated by public health concerns, could ultimately be driven by fiscal reality. The future construct of education is up in the air, and even school openings will stop not some from wondering if circumstances dictate a changed model.

Unique Partnership Helps Schools Reopen Safely and Securely

Sponsor Opinion Piece by Kenneth A. Facin, Solutions Facilitator, Educational Vistas, Inc.

The immense challenges that our districts faced earlier this summer establishing new re-opening procedures and protocols for parents, students and faculty left many school leaders with sleepless nights. Once schools finalized re-entry plans, the burden of managing new data sets and expectations added yet another level of worry. School leaders in Questar III BOCES under the guidance of Dr. Gladys Cruz, district superintendent, and safety officer (COVID-19 reopening supervisor, Craig Hanson reached out to Ken Facin (rectired 12-year school superintendent) at Educa-

tional Vistas, Inc. (EVI) to help facilitate and influence the understanding of a digital reopening management platform for schools. This unique public-private partnership was born out of the urgent need for school leaders to safely and securely manage their new daily operations and interactions with parents, teachers, staff, and county health department drivers. The partnership has been a wonderful shared experience for both EVI and schools as both rallied to the moment with the safety of students and facilities being paramount with the work at hand. The care and concern that each school has put into reopening in the safest and most healthy manner has been represented by all NYS school leaders. We wish all NYS schools, parents, students, faculty, staff and administrators the very best for a great and healthy school year.

Kenneth A. Facin, solutions facilitator @ Educational Vistas. Ken worked for 32 years in public schools, most recently as a high school science teacher, principal, and superintendent of schools. He can be reached at kfacin@educvistas.com.

The statements and opinions expressed herein do not necessarily imply or reflect the opinion or philosophy of SAANYS.
Summary from the Past Few Months

Summarizing the past few months for this edition of News & Notes has been an interesting exercise in trying to concisely summarize the topics and discussions that could fill volumes. Therefore, I have decided to focus on the following areas to highlight, as I believe they will shape education this fall or are of high priority to our members.

The Board of Regents and the Governor’s Office

From the point in time when the governor issued an executive order to shut down schools due to the pandemic, a profound shift in education management and policy direction took place. All major educational decisions have emanated from the executive branch, with the Board of Regents responding with regulatory changes to conform to the executive orders. As that shift was occurring, NYSED was undergoing shifts in its own organization. We have seen two interim commissioners leave, a search for a permanent commissioner sidetracked, and now have the former chancellor of the Board of Regents as the interim commissioner. The implications of all of this for educators is significant. Why? It is no secret that the governor has long sought to make the Education Department a primary decision maker. It will be interesting to follow the significant decisions impacting education. That will be our priority, until we too prematurely act to make changes to APPR for the 2020-21 school year.

Digital Equity

Equity and access to educational programs and support was a key area of focus in the months prior to the pandemic. This fall or are of high priority to our members. Digital Equity and access to educational programs and support was a key area of focus in the months prior to the pandemic. This fall or are of high priority to our members.

Social Justice

It is likely that the fall will bring a renewed focus on social reforms when the legislature resumes its work. If you recall, Assemblywoman Nolan and Senator Montgomery sponsored legislation that would amend discipline processes in school districts. The legislation focuses on the use of suspensions, codes of conduct, and restorative justice approaches. We have worked with both offices to ensure that the perspective of building-level administrators is embedded in any crafting of legislation related to social reforms.

Early Retirement Incentives

We know that this area is of paramount importance to our members. Over the past few months SAANYS has worked proactively with sponsors of any bill relating to possible incentives. It should be noted that these bills have not gained any traction, but we will be hyper alert to any legislation on retirement incentives.

APPR

Again, due to the high importance of this issues to our members, SAANYS keeps APPR on every agenda for our monthly meetings with the commissioner and legislators with whom we work. As of now, SAANYS has been told frequently that it is too premature to act on changes to APPR for the 2020-21 school year.

This is an honor and pleasure representing and advocating for the needs and priorities of building administrators and program leaders across the state. One of the best parts of this work is hearing your concerns and questions and working with you on those issues. Please continue to reach out on any issue — during these most unusual times, it is very important to keep communications open and frequent.

State Museum Launches Portal to Online Educational Resources and Activities

NYSED Press Release: The New York State Museum has launched the Portal to Online Educational Resources & Activities that brings together many of the museum’s resources, including links to the popular virtual “field trips,” digital collections, online resources, and many fun activities for kids derived from the museum’s research and collections. The Portal provides opportunities for educators, caregivers, and students looking for engaging and educational activities that can be done from home.

The portal resources and activities are updated often to provide new resources and direct access to online content. Throughout the school year, educational resources for educators and caregivers including NYS Learning Standards supporting online lessons, content-created publications, and virtual activities will be added.

Portal Resources & Activities

- The Rotunda Murals
- The Replica Liberty Bell
- Regents Room of the State Education Building
- The Rotunda at NYSED

Educational Resources

- Women’s Suffrage Commemoration Resources
- NYS Women of Science Programming
- Fun Activities
- Teacher Guides & Activities for Students
- NYSM Videos

These resources and more can all be found in one place on the NYSM Portal to Online Educational Resources & Activities at http://www.nysm.nysed.gov/resources.

For more information regarding the SAANYS legislative agenda, the New York State Board of Regents, the Educational Conference Board, or other government relations concerns, contact Cynthia Gallagher, SAANYS director of government relations, at cgallagher@saanys.org.

Congratulations Retiring Members

Ann Adams
Carolyn Annucci
Sandra Arce
Steven Archambau
Thomas Acerill
Laurel A. Avery-DeTroy
Rick Batchelder
Barbara Battaglia
MaryAnn Belmont
Vincent Beltrone
Steven S. Berger
Jamie Bernard
David C. Berry
Mary E. Bush
Carrie Bold
Carolyn Breivogel
Brenda Brooks-Monn
Therese Brown
James Brown
Noami Buzadzinski
Patrceo S. Callan
Karen Cameron
Philip A. Cammarata
Lesi Lans Camp
Joy Campobello
Mike Carbone
Patricia Carmen
Jennifer Christiansen
Robert Cincoleta
Paul Clark
continued on page 8

National Affiliation

SAANYS is the official state affiliate of both the National Association of Elementary School Principals and the National Association of Secondary School Principals and their state / national principal of the year programs.
SAANYS Professional Learning Update

Whether you’ve been a school leader for two years or twenty, the year ahead will be transformative. Regardless of how big or small your school is, where it is, or what your demographic is, the year ahead will stretch you as a leader in ways you would never have thought possible. Years from now when you look back on your professional life, last year and the one ahead will be the primary formative experiences that forge your leadership style. This year will be the ones you talk about. These will be ones in which you learn more about yourself as a leader than you could have ever imagined.

As I write this, the opening of school, whatever that may be facing you and your own families back on the home front, and while we all mastered the finer points of Zoom and other new ways of communicating with machines they are today, we’re given clear and reassuring communication about what the plan would be, as well tech help to ensure we were given clear and reassuring communication about what was coming. We know that many of you came to trust these updates, legal, and other services that have by the daily updates, legal, and other services that have been running strong.

In addition to SAANYS CONNECT, here are other examples of new ways that SAANYS is responding to design and deliver the professional learning opportunities that work now:

- Our SAANYS mentor coaching options, both individual and group coaching, are running strong and benefiting from virtual platforms. Under the direction of Dr. Bonnie Tryon, our SAANYS mentor coordinator, we have also started to do training for mentors for in-district coaching.
- We are offering a nine-part series on Remote Learning for School Leaders with Erica Sheninger.
- We are offering four-hour seminars in conjunction with our higher ed partners called Leading Now, through the newly formed SAANYS St. Rose Leadership Network.
- We are working with Region 11 to do a virtual four-part series for their assistant principals. (We could do the same in your region on any topic!)

We are exploring a virtual conference in conjunction with our partners at NYSCATE.

In short, SAANYS professional learning opportunities have never been stronger. There has never been a more important time to be a member of SAANYS to stay connected with all of the services that are now more vital than ever. In addition to our many new PD options, legal, negotiations, and government liaison services during this time of turmoil are a necessity.

Contact me anytime to learn more about professional learning opportunities that we can develop together to match the needs in your school or district. Stay as well this year, which is sure to be filled with both challenges and unexpected opportunities. We are here for you.

SAANYS CONNECT panels have featured both guests from NYSED, and statewide and national organizations, but most importantly, active member practitioners like you who are in the trenches and willing to share the challenges and strategies they are trying that might be helpful to other colleagues across the state.

Hopefully, the crisis will wane, the topics will evolve, but the format of SAANYS CONNECT — a nimble, timely, focused look at what matters most — will continue to thrive, as will other online models that have now become the fabric of SAANYS professional learning. It is gratifying to know that through SAANYS CONNECT alone, we have served 4,000 registrants across the state, both members and non members alike, over the past six months. We have received lots of feedback from attendees saying that although there have been many avenues for online PD, no one has been doing what SAANYS has been doing consistently — bringing active practitioners together with guest expertise for live conversations that get to the tough questions we all have as educators, and sharing resources from our panelists that can be used immediately within your own schools or districts. Finding a way to deliver professional learning that has been so well received and beneficial has truly been a silver lining of this difficult time.

We can only imagine how many others have been served by the daily updates, legal, and other services that have been running strong.

In addition to SAANYS CONNECT, here are other examples of new ways that SAANYS is responding to design and deliver the professional learning opportunities that work now:

- Our SAANYS mentor coaching options, both individual and group coaching, are running strong and benefiting from virtual platforms. Under the direction of Dr. Bonnie Tryon, our SAANYS mentor coordinator, we have also started to do training for mentors for in-district coaching.
- We are offering a nine-part series on Remote Learning for School Leaders with Erica Sheninger.
- We are offering four-hour seminars in conjunction with our higher ed partners called Leading Now, through the newly formed SAANYS St. Rose Leadership Network.
- We are working with Region 11 to do a virtual four-part series for their assistant principals. (We could do the same in your region on any topic!)

We are exploring a virtual conference in conjunction with our partners at NYSCATE.

In short, SAANYS professional learning opportunities have never been stronger. There has never been a more important time to be a member of SAANYS to stay connected with all of the services that are now more vital than ever. In addition to our many new PD options, legal, negotiations, and government liaison services during this time of turmoil are a necessity.

Contact me anytime to learn more about professional learning opportunities that we can develop together to match the needs in your school or district. Stay as well this year, which is sure to be filled with both challenges and unexpected opportunities. We are here for you.

SAANYS CONNECT is an innovative way to learn and share on the topics most vital to school leaders in NYS right now:

- 50-minute panel conversations on current and rapidly evolving topics.
- Each panel conversation consists of guest experts and SAANYS members.
- The focus is on sharing experiences and providing you with expertise, resources, and tools you can use now and as our current environment evolves.

Did you miss any of the SAANYS Connect sessions? View them and find even more resources at https://saanys.org/saans-connect/.

1. The Missing Children in Our School Communities
2. Supporting and Working with Our School Communities
3. Grading and Graduation Requirements
4. Provision of Special Education Services
5. Implementing Health and Safety Protocols
6. Assessing Learning and Instructional Strategies
7. Supporting Student Mental Health and Well-Being
8. Reopening Series: First Things First Update: Where Are We Now With Health and Safety Protocols?
9. Opening the Conversation: Acknowledging the Impact of Racial Inequality in Our School Communities
10. Lessons Learned: Connecting with International School Leaders

Follow the conversation at #SAANYSconnect

*Optimization is the faith that leads to achievement, nothing can be done without hope and confidence.* — Helen Keller
Leading Now is the result of a collaboration between SAANYS and The College of Saint Rose designed to bring learning to meet the needs of our current environment to school leaders in a way that is accessible, practical, and useful. The unprecedented demands on school leaders as a result of the confluence of the pandemic, racial unrest and a struggling economy comes with a steep learning curve that calls for new ways to build skills and expertise to meet the challenges of the new school year and beyond. We believe that fellow school leader practitioners are best suited to facilitate this learning since they bring the understanding and common reference points that are essential to meeting the challenges they and their colleagues face. “The Path Forward” is the first four hour seminar in the series. We are offering this first seminar as a pilot at a greatly reduced rate ($79 instead of $149) in exchange for feedback from you that will be integral to designing the seminars that will follow in this series.

The Path Forward: Reflecting, Assessing Needs, and Communicating

This 4-hour seminar features seven segment chapters on such topics as Building Trust, Tell Your Story, Equity and Efficacy, Collaboration and Connection, and The Rallying Effect. Over the course of the seminar, you will focus on the elements of communication that educational leaders need to develop to effectively lead in a rapidly changing environment. You will analyze and assess the communication practices you used during the Covid-19 pandemic up to this point and develop a Personal Action Plan by the end of the course that is designed to use as a guiding resource that is tailored to your individual leadership role and setting going forward. You will have the opportunity to conduct a resource audit and needs assessment that will help address equity and efficacy in a distance learning environment, and identify techniques of trust, compassion, stability and hope that are vital aspects of strong communication during a crisis situation.

Seminars on Topics That Matter in a Format That Fits Your Schedule

You can expect to devote four hours of time to this asynchronous seminar that allows you to proceed at your own pace. The seminar features a constructivist teaching method with participants posting to interactive discussion forums. This allows you to learn from one another as well as the instructor. It also prompts you to apply the learning principles to your role and unique work environment. A Socratic questioning format that encourages deeper thinking and more personalized results is also featured. By taking this seminar, you will gain:

- A PERSONALIZED LEARNING NETWORK of colleagues facing similar challenges, and the insights of both the instructor, who is an active school leader himself, and those colleagues
- A CERTIFICATE OF EXTENDED STUDY for developing leadership skills relevant to current needs and demands in the school environment upon completion of the Personal Action Plan
- FOUR HOURS OF CTLE CREDIT from certified providers

Active Practitioner Instructor – Jared Kahmar

As a sitting principal of a turnaround school in New York State, Jared Kahmar knows first hand how limited opportunities for development and growth can be for school leaders. Jared has served in leadership roles at both the elementary and secondary levels as a principal, assistant principal and athletic director. He has coached high school football and wrestling through the collegiate level. As a Title 1 principal, coach and father of four, Jared has presented at the state level and works with school leaders from around the country forming Mastermind groups where they can share best practices, work on goals and vision and find balance. His experience as a school leader during the COVID-19 crisis is the framework for this seminar.

$79 INTRODUCTORY SEMINAR PRICE
Open to ALL Educators

REGISTER AT: https://pro.strose.edu/courses/educational-leadership-in-the-new-now

SAANYS and Magellan are Approved CTLE Providers!
Please add us to your list of approved PD providers.

SAANYS Provider Number – 3084
Magellan Foundation Provider Number – 3085

“Professional development can be a check in the box, or meaningful and purposeful. SAANYS provides an opportunity for colleagues to be collaborative and supportive, while focusing on hot topics in education.”

Timothy P. Martin, Ed.D. Principal
Islip Middle School

“A hero is an ordinary individual who finds the strength to persevere and endure in spite of overwhelming obstacles.”
– Christopher Reeve

SAANYS is … Your Source for
Statewide Seminars | Mentoring | Local PD on Demand | Online learning
When You Need an Accommodation to Perform Your Job

Having a medical condition or injury is stressful enough without having to worry about how it will impact your ability to perform your job functions. Sometimes additional supports are needed in order to successfully operate within the workforce. These additional supports could be something as basic as the use of crutches for a broken leg or could be a much more complicated mix of modified job duties and breaks for medical treatments. Thanks to COVID-19, people with underlying health conditions who have otherwise managed to be a success is only to know the workforce. From there, your employer is a matter of law from retaliating against any employee who requests an accommodation.

Employers are strictly prohibited as a matter of law from retaliating against any employee who requests an accommodation.

Your health and safety is paramount importance. This process can be stressful and complicated, depending on your specific situation. The SAANYS Legal Department continues to be available to walk you through the process and ensure that your privacy and rights are protected.

Contract Settlements

NOTICE: Please send copies of your unit’s settlements in the event that SAANYS did not negotiate the contract. This information is important and is helpful to fellow SAANYS members.

SAANYS has always been there for members who need advice or assistance from legal counsel on job-related matters. Now, SAANYS has partnered with the law firm of Feldman, Kramer and Monaco to help you when you need personal legal advice and assistance.

Legal Highlights

SAANYS is the SAANYS Legal Department - Working Tiredly for Members Stsates.

Below are just a few highlights of our many current and pending cases.

Region 1
SAANYS advised a member on how to handle a graduation ceremony during COVID-19.

Region 2
SAANYS advised a member as to tenure rights when departing for another school district.

Region 3
SAANYS advised a unit as to processes and procedures under their contract relating to the assignment of annual stipend positions.

Region 4
SAANYS edited a MOA for additional compensation for new positions in non-certificated director column step.

Region 5
SAANYS assisted a unit that worked through April break to negotiate an increase to 11.5 percent on June 30, 2022.

Region 6
SAANYS represented a member in obtaining a late stipend payment for extra work performed.

Region 7
SAANYS secured contractual payments for a member who left for another district.

Region 8
SAANYS secured a retirement incentive for a member.

Region 9
SAANYS assisted a unit in ensuring that the rights of all members, including layoffs and changes within tenure areas, were protected during district restructuring.

Region 10
SAANYS filed an Improper Practice Charge relating to a unit’s unilateral action of an employee’s salary.

Region 11
SAANYS advised a member as to their rights when positions are abolished and they are given new jobs in different tenure areas.

Region 12
SAANYS advised a member on how to handle a graduation ceremony during COVID-19.

Region 13
SAANYS assisted a unit as to processes and procedures under the incorporation of off scheduled money into an agreement that improved an archaic salary schedule starting at five years and then having steps at five-year intervals.

Region 14
SAANYS represented a member in obtaining a late stipend payment for extra work performed.

Region 15
SAANYS secured a retirement incentive for a member.

Region 16
SAANYS assisted a unit in ensuring that the rights of all members, including layoffs and changes within tenure areas, were protected during district restructuring.

Region 17
SAANYS filed an Improper Practice Charge relating to a unit’s unilateral action of an employee’s salary.

Region 18
SAANYS advised a member as to their rights when positions are abolished and they are given new jobs in different tenure areas.

Contract Settlements

SAANYS General Counsel Arthur P. Scheuermann assisted the newly formed Spackenkill Essential Service Leaders Association in its first collective bargaining agreement with the Spackenkill Union Free School District. The five-year contract, retroactive to July 1, 2018, sets forth critical terms needed in every contract including a grievance procedure that ends in binding arbitration and includes past practices under the bargaining process. Other highlights include:

- Annual average salary increases of 2.35 percent.
- Continuation with some improvement to a longevity schedule starting at five years and then having steps at five-year intervals.
- An equity adjustment, attendance incentive, and annual vacation buyback provisions.
- Contractually locked in and spelled out specific terms of empahys-provided health insurance, particularly retirement healthcare benefits. Employee cost sharing is at 10 percent, which will increase to 11.5 percent on June 30, 2022.

Rondout Valley Administrators’ and Professionals’ Association, Region 5

SAANYS General Counsel Arthur P. Scheuermann assisted a new unit to SAANYS, the Rondout Valley Administrators’ and Professionals’ Association, in negotiating a successor four-year collective bargaining agreement that improved an archaic salary schedule with the incorporation of off scheduled money into steps, an addition of two new steps, step adjustments, and 1 percent per year across the schedule. The step or increment is a flat dollar amount, $2,171, which at the high school principal column is about 1.7 percent and at the non-certificated director column step around 3.5 percent. Also negotiated improvements in 
We are aware that decades of research have substantiated that black and brown students are placed in special education programs at a disproportionate rate as compared to white students. Although gains have been realized, we are still experiencing inequities in placement (Sciuchetti, 2017). Over six million students are served under IDEA; white students have 8.6 percent risk rate while black and brown have 12.2 percent and 9.6 percent respectively (Education, 2019). School leaders should take a deep dive into their data to ascertain if this is a reality within their schools. Although there aren’t any simple solutions, a way to curtail black and brown identification that has worked for some is an approach that has helped to decrease disproportionate identification by focusing on outcomes based on academics instead of identification, the individual student, and data (Hosp, 2020).

In addition to being disproportionately identified, black and brown SWD are also disproportionately suspended from school as compared to white SWD (Paul L. Morgan, G. F., 2019). Are student with disabilities suspended more frequently than otherwise similar students without disabilities? Journal of School Psychology, 1-13.


RTI and community circles have not completely solved the inequity issues in my school in terms of disproportionate placement of black and brown students and suspension of the same, however these approaches have proven to be a step in the right direction in significantly decreasing these rates. I strongly advise educational leaders that have yet to implement these models to do further research to analyze the viability of these approaches in their schools to help decrease the inequities of black and brown SWD identification and suspension.
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